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The central focus of this confer is the research monograph en-

titled Adolescent "re udice co-authored by Charles v. Clock, Robert

Vuthnow, Lne Allyn Piliavin and Metta Spencer which was published In

cooperation with the Ariti-Defeniatlon League of B'nai W'rith. I have been

as1-.ed to 4rite a paper commentIng on the implications of the findings of

this research effort for schools as social systems and to focus specific-

ally upon the vays in wh_ch the educational urocesses operating in deseg-

regated schoois might be modIfIed to reduce the amount of interethnic

preiudice.

After reading the the research monogra h and various reports of

the "findings" of that research, I feel it is necessary to focus not only

on the assigned t ic but on cer

search effort around which this conference has been organized; There-

fore, the first half of-this commentary will dwell on ecific problems

-ial aspects of the vrig nal

in the study of p- judice which are exemplified in the monogr ph and the

difficulties which these problems present in interpreting the findings

from the study. The s-cond half of the cmmmentary will elabo

series ot hypotheses about educational. processes which, in my opinion,

offer a fruitful approach to the Immrovement of interethnic telation-

desegregated schools serving multiethnic nonulations.

The UC Clipsheet ía a weekly newspaper nubli hed by the University

California. 'The November 25 1975 edition cmtains a long a ticle

reviewing Adolescent Preimdice. The headlines read, "Study Finds Bigotry

Rampant Among Teenagers." The article proceeds to report that, "The hope

that the next generation mill be freed of racial and religious bigotr-

hes been shattered by a University of California study that finds pr.e-

judice 'rampant' mmong young peonle. The article continues in a Later



par g "In .addition to teenage prejudice aaimnt b acks, the study

found an unexpectedly large hostility tow rd Jews" and a "virulent but

especially neglected class prejudice.

In the University Bulletin, distributed to the facuLty and s aff

of the Univernity of California a parallel headline in the December 15,

1975 edition reads, "UC Study Shatter Assumvtion About the Possibilities

of Overcoming Prejudice." The first article in thejmeemher 8, 1975

edition of Behavior Today, which reviews Adolescent Prejudice, begins

with the following lead sentence, "Anti-Semitism is not ju t alive and

flourishing in the halls of the United Thticna: it is rampant

adolescents in our schools."

Haying lust read Adolescent Pretudice, 1 was stunned by the sensa-

tional, doomsday tone of these reviews and returned for a closer Loolc at

the research on which these dour headliftes were based. Certainly no issue

in our national life is more critical nor more sensitive at the present

moment in our hiitery than the question of interethnic relations and the

possibility of maintaining a viable pluralIstic society. Certainly there

has been no time in our hi tory when it has been more essential that

issues relating to interethnic comity be treated-objectively and dis-

passionately by social scientists to whom many persons look f r informa-

tion on these Joinortant matters. _Thus, I feel that it is necessary to

look very carefully at the concepts, the and the research opera-

---
tions used in the study of Adolese tPreiudice. There are several pro-

blems with the research erecedures and with the interpretations made by
\

the authors urhieh, in my opinion, throw considerable,doebt on Chair eon-

elusions.
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The Definition of Key Concepts

Although the two terms "stereot.ype" and "prejudice" are key concepts

in the analysis and interpretation of findings in Adolescent Preludice, at

no point in the discussion do the authors clearly define the meaning of

those concepts as they will he used in the study. Without conceptual

clarification, it is difficult to deterndne the extent to which the scales

and procedures used to measuxe the concepts in the study are isomorphic

to the ab tract definition of the co If crucial elements of the

concei,t are not inc_rporated in the meast_o ent operations, then the re-

sults of the investigation axe difficult to interpret. Thus, I will begin

hy presenting definitions -f the-tOo concepts which are in common usage.

The concept i'stereotype" vas first introduced by Walter Lippman(1922)in a

classIc analysis in which-he referred to stereotypes as "Pictures in our

-he de which are often, but not always, based on inadequate knowledge-and

oyergeneralized ideas. They provide the basis *for our behavior in relation

others who are members of particula: groups. Vinacke (1957) has defined

stereotypes as the 'tendency to attribute generalized and simplified char-

acteristics to groups of people in the form of labels. Categorizing and

labeling types of experiences and/or objects is essential to all human

thought. Without stereotypes, we would find it necessary to interpret

each new situation is if ve had never met anything of the kind before.

reotypes may be faorable or unfavorable. Any

stereotyped concept is bound to le wrong, in detail or in total, when ap-

plied to any given individual member of a group but not all stereotypes re-

veal misinformation. Some stereotyDes consist-of the actual characteristics

of the group described. At tiples stereotypes are the produce of contact

with a group and knowledge of their characteristics And at other times they
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are a product of hearsay and culture radition (Vinacke, 1957). Webster

(1964) defines a stere e as "an unvarying form or mental pat n."

Clearly, adequ te measurement of stereotyping is a very complex tank.

The investigator must establish the content of the stereotype i.e. the

characteri tics whiell comprise the mental, pattern and the relative salience

of various characteristics in that pattern. The investigator must then

establish the extent to which the overall pattern is favorable or unfavorab e

And finally, the investigator must determine the ext nt to which the ste

eotype is based on knowledge born of contact or i6 based on hearsay and
)

cultural tradition. Presumably, such an analysis would help to determine

the exteat to which the stereotype is based on misinformation.

The concept of "prejudlc closely related to that of stereotyping.

Prejudice is "a j dgement or opinion formed before the facto a e known;

a preconceived idea, favorable or, more usually, unfavorable- a judgement

opInIon held in disregard of the facts that contradict i an unreadon-

able bias (Webster, 1964, n. 1430). Thus, to establish the presence of pre-

ice the investigator must first determine the content of the Judgement

opinion. Second, the investigate certain the e,ctant to which

that judgement is favorable or unfavorable. Third, the investigator must

determine whether dhat judgement was formed b fore the facts were known or

is held in disregard of facts that contradict it. In short, it is essential

that the investigator establish the extent to which there, may be a reality

base for the belief. The mere presence of negativeTerceptions -f a group

is not sufficient to establish the presence of prejudice. Although this

issue is addressed by the authors in Chapter 4 of the monograph, they do not

take it i_to account in constructing, analyzing, or interpreting their measure

of stereotyping nor their measure ef prejudice, the Anti-Semitism scale.
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Adolescent g ereot

We turn now to an analysis adol aotyping using data

from the monograph, The measure of sterntyntig ised it the research

differs significantly from those used nthe cLassic series of studies on

ethnic stereotyping begun by Katz and Pro:1y It 1933. It the present study,

studentswere presented with a se ies of Nroad choice situations it which

each respondent wan required to either disagree with twenty

statements about "Jewish teenag " o s in gen a ". Thirteen of

these statements were clearly negative, F Lve were clearly positive, and two

acre essentially neutral. Thus, the sci is heavily weighted toward tile

negative and provides little opportunity for the rs!spondent to express posi-
..

tive perceptions. In the Katz and Braly etudy and later studies which replica-

ted their procedUres, (Gilbert 1951 and Urlins, Coffman, and Walters, 1969)

'Princeton undergraduates received an slrbabetical list of 84 adjectives and

were asked to write as nany of the words on ehe list as they felt were needed

to characterIze each of 10 different ethr4c gro Italians, Negroes,

Irish, English, Jews, Americans, Chinesek .Tapanese, and Turks. There were

no forced choices. A student could ssleer a many or as few adjectives as

he felt were need to describe a group. lb

cotcept by simply omitting it from their

ould express neutrality to

The procedure used by Glock et al. does not allow for a neutral category.

Thus, a student could no_ report that he eimplii didn't know, had insufficient

information, or felt that making judgements abo t the 'selfishness", 'bossiness"

ox "friendliness" of at entire group con0 ting of several million persons was

nonsense. In other words, there -as no'Onponse category for the person. who

did not wish to stereotype but preferred to restrict udgements about personal

attributes to the a sessment of Individus,peraons mot groups. This problem
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her exacthatd b the types of reen l5 categories used in the

study. A student had to "disagree strongly,disagree moderately, disagree

a little, agree a lit le, agree moderately, ot agree strongly" with e ch

statement. How would a student respond etwen these choices, if he knew

a few Jewish teenagers who were unfriendly WC most were friendly? Ha

would probably "agree a e' with the statement that "Jewish teenagers

are unfriendly'. llowever if he did se, he would be counted as Anti-Semitic

that question. It wo ld have been preferable if the questions had been

phrased so that the response categories would allow for such real life situa-

ions and permitted tudents to report relative propoxtlonn Le. most are

unfriendly, a majority are unfriendly, about half are unfriendly, a few

.are unfriendly, or npn.e ae unfriendly. Thue udent who wished to make

an accurate, cognitively sophisticated responae woiLd have am opportunity

to be precise without being judged to have a negative stereotype. The

the questions forces persons to ste pee

There were OP remty a number of respon4arts who refused to be coerced

into making global jud rents of the kind reqU red bv the questIonnaire and

solved theIr dilemma by mi,acing mark between 'he "disagree a little" and

the "agree a little" categories. They were fIc1emt in number to require

the addition of S Middle categorY in the scoll,

Chapter 2 reports that forms whidh had,

scherze.. The Appendix fo

chck mark placed between or on

both agree and disagree respon es" were given 4 score of 4, midpoint in the

ordinal scale score for each question (Page 163 ). It would be intere ting

to know exactly how many respondents used this strategy to noId stereotyping

and how these respondents differed from those wo acauiesced to.the demands

of the questionnaire and made a stereotypiense. One of the findings
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by Non.Jewish White, Jewish, and-Black Teenagers in Two Communities

Commuter Town

Non-Jewish

White Jewish Black

Oceanv i 1 1 e

Non-Jewish

White Jewish BliO

Rank % Rank % Rank % Rank % Rank % Rank %

In011igent 1 77 1 91 1 77 1 82 1 95 3 88

School Spirit 2 76 2 83 2.576 2 79 2 84 1 76

Ambitious 3 74 3 74 2,5 .76 3 69 3 77 2 72

Powerful 4.6 70 7.5 23 4.5 59

Conceited 4.6 70 9 21 6.5 53

Vain 6 66 13.5 12 11 36

Selfish 7 60 10.5 17 4.5 59

Sly 8 58 7,5 23 6.5 53

Bossy 9 52 6 24 15 32

Unfriendly 10 50 13.5 12 13.5, 34

Gaudy 11 49 12 16 12 35

Immoral 12 48 16 9 10 44

Different 13 43 10.5 17 9 49

Pushy 14 42 15 10 17 26

Religious 15 40 5 49 8 51

Athletic 16 33 4 70 13.5 34

Troublemakers 17.5 25 17 4 16 29

Untrustworthy 17.5 25 19 2 19 21

quitter 19 17 20 1

Sloppy 20 16 18 3 18 24

Non-Jewish vs Jewish

rs

Jewish vs 81ack

r$

-81ack--vs -.-Non4 wish

. 703 p < .001

. 788 p 4 001

0 5 55 11 12 6 1Q

4.5 61 8,5 14 47

7 58 15 6 11 5 45

8.5 55 7 16 11.5 45

6 60 10 13 10 46

10 48 6 21 7 49

13 39 17.5 4 14. 14

14 38 12.5 8 15.5 25

16 33 14 7 13. $9

12 43 8.6 14 5 51

11 44 12.5 8 15,5 25

4.6 61 5 58 4 $9

15 36 4 68 8 19

20 13 20 1 19.5 16

17 25 17.6 4 19.5 16

19 15 19 2 18 17

18 16 16 5 17 21

.784 < .001

.901 p .001



from the series of studiee of ster ing conducted on Princeton under-

graduates alluded to earlier has been a distinct increase i resistance

on the part of students to making generalizations about people whom they

scarecely know. Katz and Braly found no resistance of this kind in their

first study in 1933. ApDarently some high school students by 1963, when the

data for the Mock study were collected were attempting to express their dis-

comfort with being f -ced to stereotype.

The Clock measure of stereotyping treats each.of the 20 respon

a separate stereotype rather than focusing on the patterning of the ,responses,

procedure which would more accurately reflect the perceptual field of the

adolescents studied and more adequately represent the definition of a stereo-

type as a mental Patte An adequate measurement of stereotyping would ree

elat ve salience of various char---quire the investigator to asc tain the

acteristice in the mental patterns of adolescents; the extent to which the

overall pattern is favorable or unfavorable; and the extent to which the

stereotype is based on knowledge rather than hearsay or cultural tradition.

The tables in the text do not provide,suffic ent information to answer all

these questions but it is poesible to arrive at some approximations.

Insert Table 1 About Here

-Table lpreeantsa summary-of the-stt ibutes perceived in Jeiwish

_-
teenage by Non-Jewish, Jewish, and Black teenagers in the two communities

ith sufficient numbers of Jewish students to Permit analysis. Data in

this table were abstracted from Tables 3 6, and 63 in the monograph..

The percentage of students "agreeing" with each statement is reported from

the text and the rank order of the level of agreement has been determined

on the basis of those percentages. A pattern analysis of the configuration

of resPonses for each individual student would be the optimal fashion
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for investigating the content cf the stereotypes of adcLesccri, Sthice

we do tot UN% bhet type of analysis, ie cam only irfer the relative

salience of various char -tel. tics in the mental pattern Ithich adolescents

bave DI Jews hy the rark orderimg of dhe ch teristics.

list of 20 dcci1,toxa, Drily five of Which were pitive, the

Non-ejLgh and Black ett.ideata have ranked Jewish teenagers: highest om

three of the five positive characteristics: intelligence school spirit,

and ambitior. These axe the most salient Characteristics arid they are alL

irs.51JA.,tyA, Ciwei the negative bias of dhe list preserted to the studemts, it

is difficult tc perceive how N n-Jevish and alacl student cou1d accord

agui ably positive ranking to Jewish teenagers. Yet the authors

of

titnimite thotr salience.by describitg.them

amd ebto e t concelitrete their attemtiot on the ext to which NfonrJewish

t orAgere acquiesced in a forced cboice sialation to agr i_gwith the other

predoPirmantly negative adjectives on dne List.

udy scarcely acknowledge these positive per eptions. Imdeed, Chey

"apparently Positive attributes"

sad

Look d at ADj ctively, the findings from the 01

approximate the conclualors reached In thc aualysi

stereotvping among Princeton college etude

lters C1960 report a greatly improved image

tud7 note

tremds in

Karlihs Coffman.,

when 133 and

1)67 deta were compared. They also report siniLcflt rlvergence la the

extent hteh the ora of Ole Jewish stereotype mate

American t_ type. Finr _of tle five traits ranked bill

g oup were lientical in 1967: ambitloue, materialistic iatel

core of the

ge

ach

and

Indus riousness, Note Chat the two adjectives which 'were stmilar VD those

in the Zack otudr, anbitious and intelligent, were al 0 arommg the first

five.tralts. as ramked by lon-Jewlsh am& Black teenagers, Theie w&s a

teiiclency for Yrincetor stmdents to Dresent a -reore favorable stereot Pe



of Americans than other groups in 1933 and 1951. How ever, in 1967

students- raced the Ja'panese, Germans, Jews and 5nglish more fey rablV

than Americans. We do not know how the adolescents in Glocks s udy

would have rated Americans relative to their rating Jews. without

this type of data to provide some anchor, it is difficult to de ermine

whet er the

des

students would have rated their own group as h ghly on the

iptors as they rated -he Jews. -Given the very high percentages

eeing wi h the positive adiectives, it would be difficult to surpass
r---

that mark.

It is difficult to determine the extent to ;11 ch a stereotypic

iattern is based on kno'wledge rather than hearsay. This is particula 1

-difficult when dealing with subjective judgements of characteristics

su:h as "conceited" "selfish", or "vain" which require making inferences

about the psychic state of the individual or group being judged. There

is no empi ical basis for ascertaining the correctness of the judgement.

-t interpersonal-assessments howevEr, are of this type. T us, in

ordinary life situation , w_ denend to a large extent upori consensual

validation to determine the accuracy of our -e ceptions. Since it is

impossible to determine the real cohceit, vanity, orselfisbness of an

individual we validate our judgements by comparing them with the judge-

ments of

and Black etude

Since the authors aSked Jewish as veil as EOn- wish

espocid to the questions about Jews, the study

provides ua with the 000rtuLty of triangulating the consensual valida-

tion process by coniparing the perceptions of three groups of adolescents;

Mon-Jewish, Jewish, and Black. 7ablel reveals that even in this simple

analysis,:there is remaritable similarity over all th.ee groUps in both

communities.
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7he Snearman ank order correlations between Je ish and Non-Jewish

students in the two conmunities were .703 and .784. Correlations between

Jewish and slack students were even higher, .7R8 and .901. Cor elations

between Black and Non-Jewish rankings 4ere g64 and .830. All are stati

tically significant beyond the .001 level of significance. They indicate

that between 50% and 80% of the variance in the rank ordering of one

group can be accounted for by the rank ordering of another group. There

- - - - . .

Is high consensual validation of the rank ordering of the characteris ics

for Jewish Teenagers When the three groups of students are compared.

We-turn now to the final issue in stereotyping, the extent to which

--ser_otype is based n knowledge rather thai hearsay or cultural tradition.

The Clock study provides a unique opportunity to contrast stereotypes based

on cultural tradition with those which are more experientially based.

Central 'Citv high school has fewer than 1% Jewish students while Commuter

Town. and Oceanville have 43% and 23% respect1veJv. Comvarison of the

responaes from Cent--1 City with those from the other two high schools

tudy. Studentsweals one of the most interesting findings of the

in Central City presumably have had little oprortu%1ity to gain fir t hand

km ledge: about Jewish teenagers. For this reas sume that their

responses will more nearly'reflect the stereotype of Jews based on cultu

tradition and hearsay. They rate Jewish teenagers significantly more posi-

_i ely than students in the other two high schools whose ratings, presumably,

are note reality based on first hand knowledge about Jewish Teenagers re-

sulting fron contact in the high school. Central city Noe-Je ish students

rate Jewish teenagers highest on all five of the five positive characteristics

presented to then. The. stereotype based on hearsay aPnears to be

failotable,than the one hased on kno ledge. It gould appear that the tradi-



CC-

stereotypes are fading rapidly aoiig _ ay's adoie_ ents and-that-the

heirsay inforinatior they are receiving is more mosi tive than would have

been anticipated.

Conclusions Looking at the data from a different perspec ive, mq

corkclusions about adolescent ste otyping differ considerably from those

presented by the authors. It seems to me that their data, in spite of the

negative bias in the questions and the diffici.zlties with dhe-response cate-

gvr-ies which were used, does not present a pi ture of "Tampa _ bigotry".

On the contrary, the content of the stereotype for Jewish tQen.ager held

by lion-Jewish stLidents shows that the most salient characteristics are

positive: intelligence, school spirit, and ambition. Thus the wttight o

the overall pattern is favorable, in spite of the fact that there were o

Five favorable descriptors in a list of 20. Students whose stare

are presumably based primarily on hearsaV and c ltural tradition have t e

mast favorable stereotypes, Indic ting that the ancient

fadingThis finding corre ponds w.th findings-froth other studies, Nhile7

it is impo sible to determine the eltent to 'which a stere type is based

eotypes must he

on misinformation, we fo nd very high correlatioiis between the mental

patterns which Jewish students had of themselves and Mental patterns

which Non-Je ish and Black students had of Je ish students. We concluded

hat _here is a high level of agreement art the positive pattern identified

in the study because the favorable stereotype wa aally validated

and probably"does not represent misinformation or bins on the part of one

group,

Adolescent Prejudice

The definition of prejudice incl. d s the notion that a prejudice

may be either favor ble or urtfavorehle. It is a u ment formed befere

-11-



ere known or a judgement held'in disregard of the

this definition-of preludice, it is imtne

Cenci

ledy clear that there are serious

with the measurement of prejudice in social s ience research and

these problems are evident in the Clock study.

The measure of prejud'.!ce on which the alo k study bases most of its

ions is the so-called Anti-Semitism scale. :This

:o eight negative descriptors selected because they were wordedresponses

scale-1- based on

in Identical fashion for both the questionnaire asking about "Jewish' Teen-
,

agers and that asking aboUt "Jews in general." Note that to sccre posi-

tively on this scale i.e have a log in Anti-Semitism, an adolescent

would have to disagree with at least five of the eight st tements because

the scale score is the averag- rating for the eight items i.e. Jews are

ifish, unfriendly, loud and flashy, conceited, push- immoral va n,

and troublemakers.
=

Mese eight It=ms we e selected after a factor analysis of the t enty

itemm in the original list. Unfortunately, the total factor analysis is
_

not -esented in the appendix, only the fcict-a± analysis of the eight i

finally included in the scale. I surmise that the five positive descript

which iere omitted fr m the scale did not load in any system

the negative descriptors.. rf this is the case, it uld indicate that

many students who were agreeing with negative descriptors were also agree-

ing with positiire descriptors and., hence, were either succumbing

acquiesence r spon e or were making multi-dimensional judgements which

to the

included both posi lye and negative elements. If so, some type of typology

would be needed to more adequately describe the responses and a simple

averaging of the seore on the negative descriptors would not accurately

fleet the complexity of the response patterns. There are probably at

dents: (1) those who are generally negative (agreethree types of s

16



-h,the-neotive and disareewith the- positi edescriptors);.st dents

whd ar generally post ive (agree 4ith the positive and disagree with the

.negative descript and students who have nt d

some but not all negative descriptors and agree with some but riot all pos

tive des r_ptors). The latter group would prob bly be the most cognitively

.sophisticated since they wuld be making the most differentiated responses..

_The scoring scheme_which uses _only the eight negative descriptors night-

erceptionsAegree with

adequately describe the first two types of students i.e. the negatives and

the po itives but would grossly distort the responses of the mixed group.

Sinee only the negative portion of their responses ould be scored, the

would p obably be classified as "anti-smmitic" even though they had nany

positive perceptions Jewish teenagers-

By ign ring the riositive descriptors, t e authors align themselves

with those earlier studies which fecused entirely on derogatory Amages

and defined _thnic stereotyping and oreludiee aS endorsemen_ of traditional

negativestereotvoes. This focus precludes the-possibility- observing--

the emergence of more iti'va images be use "positive" b-ecomes simply

the_ absence of negative images. I 4ould argue that tht

base for the'study of prejudice." Obvio-

is a verinarTow

up in which

xhibit

there is no g

all members exempliry all the favorable attributes and n

any negative attributes. The larger the knowledge base on

.emberS

which the re-

sponses rests the nore likely that there will he a mixture of the positive

and negative--the very group which has been probably scored as anti-

semitic in the present study. 1_ is inevitable th _ a scale which is

designed to measure only negative percentioms and gives no w ight to

favorable perceptions is going to produce an over-simplified and rather

gloomy picture of the adolescent mind

This negative bias is further accentuated by the method used to score

- 13 -



he anti-seraitism Persons with an average score of 4 o _ore o

-e eight ite e were clessifed 'as anti-semitie. Those stude

who enarked between the "agree" and the "disagree eon e categories

are coded as a "4" ence, those students who were ugglim- reTesPoild'

neiitral or non-judgemental way to a questionnaire Whial WS- fcrcin

them e her positive or negative are given a sore which pLace

them on th_ mitic side of the cale! If a stvdent marked a

eigh items in this fash on he/she would end up.wIth an average score

n4 be classi anti-se itic.

The Glockstudy equates --ejudice With negative image and noriprejudLce

dh amon-negative image. However, the definition of prejud ce goes well

beyond ascertaining the rositive or negative images of the respondent

involves a uring the extent:to which--those iudgcrrtents were made be-

ore the facts were known r held in disregard the fe s. ?elms,

judic

son

is, of

,can be d termined only in elation to some empirical re

tctual ituaeion._ The-problem of dieentangling _act fr

ours

e .

the most troublesome methodological proble

ludice. Yet, it

them-elves

ent

n_ antese__

i the tudy

te
el

must addrea problem to which socia scientis

if they are to add to the store of Rnowledge.rath

myths

than peroetu e

aboUtgroup prejudi es..

:The nLost outstare:Ling contribution of the Glock monograph appears _n

'Chapter. 4 when the authors wrestle with the problem-of trying to dete--ine

the elctent to which the '-'clannishness"-of Jewish teenagers ehichwa-

perceived by Non-Jewish students was the result of "anti.- e_itIs ' rat

than the'result of th_ actual in-group preferences which were clearly

eepressed hy the Je ish students themselves. The authors ccaclude that

-idence that the percention of Claneishness had sone basi

er, they did not after reaching this coaclusion, re ove-the



from the list of negatiire i.e. anti-semitic "stereotypes".

Unless we can differentlate betwreen a situation in which the re-

spondent is simoly ortinp a negative fact from a situation in which3

the respondent is rep-: ting a negative Image held in disregard-of facts..

-which contradict it, we _annot make- much progress in the study of prejudice

Given the subjedtive nature- of the descriptors used in the-GloCk-study

--and the impossibility of ascertaining theextent_to_-hi h Non7Jewish_

responses reflect the actual behavi Je ish-teenagers as opposed to

fantasied behaviors it is difficult to come to any firm conclusions about-

the extent of adoles ent Trejudice.

One examplewill suffice to emphasize_the importance of this issue,-

Durtng 1973, We collected data from third an_ -ixth grade studetits and

:heir-t_achers in epnroxtmatelv 200 desegregated elementary schools on

the West Coast. Teachers were asked to rate each student in their class

on 18 semantic differential ra gs- When factor analyzed, these ratings

-duced _three stabile_factors-.one of which.was a_rating of-7.!competence,---

We noted that in'ev ry school_ in our 'sample teachers ere rating both

Black and Mexican-American children as significantly less competent tha

Anglo-American children. The differences were so striking that they

always excited.comment 1,hen ver um presented our findings to educators or

the general public, The immediate reaction of most persons upon seeing the

chart:was to leap to the conclusion that teachers are "prejudiced" again

minority children aince they were rating the_ mo negatively. In other

-words- they.were equating preludice vith negative rating. We tended to

.agree wi h this hypothesi- but decided to investigate the issue directly --

because we felt uneasy with this simplistic esnianatlon.

We used regression analysis t determine the extent to which the

teacher ratings reflected act al dif erences in the Performance of majority
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as compared to minOri tadents rather than -ent- made in disregard

of the facts. For thJ, ntose, we assumed that teachers would not be

"prejudiced" in ratin u-America childra Therefore, we could use

a regression equation aseg on teacher ratings Of Anglo-American children

as an unbiased equation. We used the achievement test scores for the

Anglo-American studett as an empirical measure of thei competence in

th scholastic role lnd employed it as the independent variable or predictor.

We correlated achievement scares with the teacher ing of competence

as the dependent va iable. Then we inserted tme Achievement test scores

for minority children Into the regression equatiOn develoned'on the Anglo-

American sample and Predic ed the rating of cornten.ce which an Anglo child

would receive if he/she ha a comparable level of sch Jastic achievement.

Next we compa ed the actual rating given the min4rity child by the teacher

with the rating the mtrartt child would have been predicted to receive if

,he/she had been an Anglo student. We found that we bad made some pre-judge-

ments about teachers before the facts were knoWu Which proved to be false.

Most teacher ratings

identical to the ra

an Anglo-American ch ld.

ity children's compntence were approximately

child would have been given If helshe had been

there were differen es of any magnitude, the

ratings for minority cldn, especially Blac101 tended to be higher than

the rat ngs which Machos wvu1d have given majority childr n who had

similar academic achie4men t test scores. We ba4 to adjuat our nre-judgement

in view of the, firidiigs. SO far as we could sebiin ale teacher ratings,

although uniformly egnive , accurately fleeted the read y of the differ-

ences in academic achievetpsn.t at least as meastrred by achievement test scores.

Conclusion le the li,ht of the above dineVfision, the findings co

ing the prevalenceoF adoleflomt prejudice reoted by Glock are difficult

'to interpret. The a

the actual attitt*sa

itism scale is probj ablY a great over-simplification

adolescenCe in the study. It focus
-



on neeettVe magas. It does not allow for the fact that perceptions may

be fae, unfavorable, or some mixture of favorable and unfavorable.

It does pet take into account the fact that many of the students who scored

high on 00 negative scale probably also scored high on the positive

descriptors .

for any eases

Ttus it equates prejudice with negative anddoes not allow

f the possibility that some of the descriptors mav

be beeed, at /east in part n the actual observed behavior if the Jewish studentE

as experienced by Non-Jewish studehts. Unleas we can separate opinions

held iA spite of the facts from opini- held with due regard for the

facta

o

0 cannot talk in any eaningful way about "prejudice". Attention

Eqial Status Model for Conceptualizing Educational Processes
in Desegregated Elementary Schools

is long overdue in the ndy of "prejudice."

Th0 pychologistic approach to the study of interethnic relations

depenh

ologit

models ara.

group IA

'the s-

ethni

group r.

ranking;

y

ly -upon such intra-psYchi- concepts as stereotyping and pre-

Operat.ionall.zation of such concepts oresents-so many method-

conceptual difficulties that alternative, more sociologistic

ded if we are to move towmrd further understanding of inter-

Consequently, we are proposing a conceptual modal for

hcols whfch focuses on ten educat onal Processes in multi-

ools which we hypothesize are related to producing positive int -

W11S and educational outcome. Table 2 presents the ten status

Sea which, an'the basis of our own and other's research, we

hypothee140. aceount for a significant amount of the inequality in educa-

tional Qptpowes for children of different racial/ethnic origin. We theorize

that th000 Ptucial processes are endemic in public education and vary rela-

tively Uttra,e from school to school. ConsequentLy, there will he little

7 -



Insert Table 2 Abou

variance between schools in the operation of these proc

Qur over-all hypothesis is that these ten status rartthg p o esses

ae the institutional mechanisms by which the rank order status in

the larger society i- replicated within each public sch001, They are

responsible, in part, for the inequalities in educational itcome

erentwhich perpetuate the inferio social status of person

i 1/ethnic heritage from generation to generatton . hypoth s

that these processes are additive and those schools havi

negative mental'health-and educational out

the mo

es will have more of these

processes operating at a higher level of intensity than $00001s having

more posItive mental health and educational outcomes. On the other

band, we hypothesize that the schools with positive outcomes will be

characterized by status equalization processes. Thus, the; basic theor-

ti-al fra ework is a status equalization model whIch borrow heavily

from the work. of,Allport (1954), Cohen and Roper (1972) Cohan (1972,

1973)! Katz and Cohen (1962), Lohman (1972 ), and Berger, Cohen and

lditch (1972).

Allp (1954 ) concluded that prejudice could be Pd by equal

status contact between majority and minority groups in tba rsutt of

common goals. The effect is greatly enhanced if this co t is

sanctioned by institutional support (i.e. by law, custorn oiocal a nios-

phe ) and if it is of a sort that leads to the perceptn Of-common

interests and common humanity between members of the two groups."

(Allport 1954, page 267.) "Contact in a hierarchical social syst

between people who equally, lack status (poor whites and poor Negroes),

contacts between individuals who perceive one another

24
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harmful rather than hel To be maximally effective, contact and

acquaintance programs should lead to a sense of equality in social

Status, should occur in ordinary purposeful pursuits, avoid artificiality,

and if possible enjoy the sanction of the community in which they occur

While it may help somewhat to place members of different ethnic groups

side by side en a job, the gain is greater if these members regard them-

selves as part_of a team,. Once again we see bow important it il_to

pbolish segregation before o.timuin condi

. _
can occur Allport, page 451-454).

From Allport's work we draw the following premises concerning

interethnic relations in the nublic schools.

(1) ,Desegregation is a pre- equisite to contact and acquaintance.

(2) Equal status co.tact among students, staff, and parents of

various racial/ethnic groups in multiethnic schools will reduce prejudice.

(3 ) Equal status cottact in multiethnic schools will be enhanced

when (a) equal status contact is sanctioned by explicit school policy

(b) when students, staff, and pa ents of various racial/ethnic groups

work together-as memb f teams in the ordinary, purposeful pursuits

f the school, ( ) the st ool program emphasizes the common intersts

and common humanity of persons of all racial/ethnic groups i.e. multi-

ral programs.

More recent e nd theotical work indicates that achieving

equal status contacts among persons of different racial/ethnic origins

is!complicated by factors not forseen in Al1ports earlier model. Katz

found that ih biracial work groups-matched on measured intelligence,

Blacks displayed marked Social inhibition and subordination to white

partners1 malcing fewer proposals, accepting contributions of white's

25
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ally, and talking Imre to -whites Chan to o he

19543). SkLilax findings a rportad in over

invsriguticns betveen 195(1 and MD (Berger et al,VM

Lotman (/ /D) r epoxt that IlLacIL and -white rh-Lblic school c

play- similar re sponges in ecpetitions oncerning tompete

plating a game -with a biracial group white students had

Ica rat d vere more influential than Filacks.

this erse literature on tatus organiming proceses in small

s has been eneralied and developed into a single thoetc-

fok by 13 exer, Cohan awl 7e1ditch (1972). A cerLtraj ecilcept In

'c defined.

foliov.aing features ; (L) varicas states of th ch.aacteitIc

(Katz

o ther

ahem and

drem dis

e when

glum initia-

ar

t theo y As that -there "dilfuse status ch

di fexentially vaLted in society, (2) these varic

associated with a set of -specific abilities

r lated to that st te, (3) eacli st
percived as

41810 arouses general expectation

for re latAwe coIDpetenee ot incompetence at socially- valued tasks Race,

age, awd sax are eKamples of dAEfuse status characteristics because

they fill ail flits defimiLtiomi rher are diffe itially valued ut societ

They =a associated witht a set of s-pe i.Eic abilities perceiiied as relat d
that cbaractristic e.g. Blacks are perceived as eth omer are

-pftrci.ve d as erntinna1. These thQratter istics aTouse ge 211_ .ex-pecta.-

-Lions for relatLve competence e.g. liacks will be campeter3t at basetal1;

TACNInell; 41i 1 too erntfoaial For higt level executive po iticas, etc.

The the ry then specifies t1ise condLtions un.der wh.ich a dilEuse

crterLstie will be actLvte3 sa as to organize -ale social
te ratin iii ale peTEOTIrlenet of a nei.i _ask: (2) whem task is

valued amd divAduals axe taslc-focused. and =nee "veLy oLazited,

23



( ) when the indiv dual is perceived as a person having the status

characteristir and the attributes'a--oA.ate&with that status char-

acteristic; 3) when the group task has outcomes scenes success or

failure and individuals arc motivated to succeed; and (4) when the

task is a collective one in which it is both legitimate and necessa y

to take others' behavior into account. Under these conditions there

will be a g neral expe tation for superior competence on the part of

the high status group member which will be held by both low and high

status subjects if there is no other social basis of discri ination

and there has been no previous explicit dissociation from the general

expectation.

The general expectationbased on the diffuse itatus characteristic

of race is that whites have superior competence. This expectation sets

up an _interaction chain in which the white expects the minority person

.. to participate at a lowe_ level in quality and quantity and the minor-

ity persomaccepts-the wbite evaluation of less .competence and fulfills

the expectation of inferiority by a lower level of participation; defer-.

ence to white suggestions, etc. This cycle of rank order status differ-

entiation forms the basis for unequal status relationships between

white and minority persons in any situation. in which it is activated..

The-process results in what Cohen (1972) has termed "inte- acial inter-

action disability."

Experimental work by Freese and Cohen (1972) suggests that special

'training of Blach....students on at leas- two skills which imply each other

. was necessary to prevent activation of the diffuse status characteristic

.of race-in. a I?iraeiaX game of "Kill the Bull". Cohen :(1973) reports a

:series of experiments'using "expectation training", with-Black and white

public school.children in which the.Black students were trained to assemble

-2-7



nsintor radio'end to teach the white student how to do no. She found

that the axpe tations of both groups, Blacks and whiten, must be modified

if the diffuse st_tus characteristic of race is to remain unactivat d and

that there need not be a negative side effect of -hite hostility if the

task is a cooperatkve one.

The intervention experimentation was then tried in an experimental

summer school which lasted for four weeks and enrolled Block and white

students. By eliminating grades and teacher evaluations of individual

performance and replacing them with evaluations of the collective per-

forManee of small groups, the experimentors attempted to change two

basic features of the conventional schoolroom: (1) the development

the perception of a single rank order of status based on academic ability

and (2) the competitive system of individual accountability. Cohen

theorizes that the single status order based on perceived academic ability

creates a General Performance Characteristic which reinforces the diffuse

status characteristic of race and "creates two rather than one source o

general expectations for incompetence i.e. low social status and low

perceived academic ability". In the experiment, 33 Black students were

given preliminary training on four new tasks which they later taught to

33 white students A second experimental group was taught the same four

tasks by a young Black teacher in a classroom organized into racially

balanced teams of students, teachers, and administrators. The balance

of ',tiger and authority between races was maintained throughout. The first

experiment resulted in Black dominance in the classrooms, in sociometric

data, and in data from the game "Kill the Bull'. The second experiment,

originally conceived as a control condition, res_lted in nearly equal

status relationships for boys. Results for girls were difficult to

interpret because there was a shortage of white girls.



The conclusions from this body of research have important theoretical

impLications for our model and suggest several of our more important hypo-

theses concerning the types of educational processes in public schools

which are likely to have status eqUalization effects. Although these

experim nts were done with Black and white subjects, we hypothesize that

the same principles would apply in all majority-minority interactions.

The major conclusion are:

(1) Both minority and white expectations for minority performance

must be treated to attain equal status interac ion in a desegregated group.

This principle would apply to educators and parents as well as students.

An effective way to modify expectations is through demonstrated competence

by minority group members on a task or set of tasks in which they serve as

teachers for the ma ority group.

(2) The commonly used method of attempting to incre se the low self

esteem of minority persons by success experiences and reinforcement from

high status models in isolation from whites is not likely to succeed.

"The problem does not lie in the individual. White domin nce is seen as

a social product of theevaluation of self and other transmitted through

cultural.beliefs about the c mpetence of Blacks and whites, often re-

inforced in social interaction... We formed the hypothesis that treating

expectations of the low statua individual only, will not be effective.

One must also treat the expectations for his performance held by the

high status member". (Cohen and Roper, 1972, p. 656).

The organization of_the classroom may have an impact on modi-

fication of expectations. Five elements appear critical: (1) student

participation in racially mixed groups, 2) experience of success in these

groups and (3) strong, explicit norms for interracial cooperation

2 9



(4) elimination of teacher evaluation of individuals and individual

competition in favor of teacher evaluation of group produ ts and

cooperative learning, (5) presence of adult role models exemplifying

a balance of power and authority between races.

After atudying video tapes of the earlier Cohen studies, Lohman

(1972)- observed that Black students had tWO problems in biracial inter-

action: verbal skills deficits which meant that Black participants often

used short and brief arguments to define their ideas resulting in whites

dominating the task by talking longer about their proposed ideas and

"experimental inhibition" which resulted in several Black participants

rarely speaking during the experimental study_ although they were highly

verbal when they returned to their local neighborhood. Following Bandura,

who found that -odels, either peers or high status persons, could- induce .-

subject& to try new behavior, LohMan developed aprocedure in which a Black-.

male college student served as a role model for Black boys attending a de-

segregated junier high school by teaching themto play the game of "Kill

th_ Bull". He found that Black students who experienced the role model

had significantly higher initiation rates and rates of successful influence

than those who did not experience the role modeling. The role modeling was

particularly effective in the high status, suburban school as compared to

a low status, inner city school. Nhite student rates did not vary. From

this study we could hypothesize that minority students who have adult role,

models of their own ethnic group in the multiethnic school will be mo e

prone to respond to biracial interaction with equal status responses.

Katz (1968) rev±ews and summarizes a body of research having implica-!

tions for the success of Black students in_a desegreg ted school. He

_theorizes that his discussion "should be more or less applicable to any



American minority group whose status is Similar to that of Nagroes (for

example, people with Puerto Rican or Mexican backgrounds)" (Katz, 1968,

p 255). He comes to seven major conclusion

(1) Black experience of white hostility and/or their experience of

a desegregated situation in which whites are numerically predominant,

control authority positions, and havesuperior power will increase social

threat and-Black anxiety resulting in impairment of Black performance be-

cause of the distraction caused by internal autonomic stimulation, defensive

responses against anxiety, and/or _ear of arousing hostility in white

competitors.

White teacher and white student friendliness to m_n- ity

students in desegregated schools will increase minority motivation

toward scholastic. achievement.

(3)- Studies indicate that the' -trength of motivation is at a

maximum -hen the probability -f success is .50 therefore, minority

Motivation-will-decline ifthe-academi6 standards in=a desegregated--

school are substantially higher than those previously eicouncered and

the student is subjected to the threat of failure.

(4) Direct competition with whites arouses a fear of failure and

loss of confidence response in minority students which is especially

detrimental to their performance on verbal-symbolic and perceptual-

motor tasks.

(5) A minority student's vulnerability to stres_-will be grea est

.those schools in which minority students- are in a predominantly white

environment because the presence of members of the same group has a

-sUpportive effect under stress.

(6):- The prospect of-successful competition againsta white peer

and _approval of a white Authority-figure has greater incentive strength
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for the minority student than the Prospect of successful competition

against a minority peer and approval of a minority authority figure.

(7 ) Emotional reactions of minority students tu test situations

was most stressful when the comparison group is white, the test adminis-

trator is white d the student is told that the test measures "intelli-

gence . The best motivation and performance occurred, regardless of other

conditions, when the subject was told he had a slightly better-than-even

chance of success.

Theoretical Framework for the _Status Eclualization _Model

The_theoretical framework for Table 2 attempts to integrate into

a single MOdel some of the concepts and hypotheses discussed in the

previous section. On the basis of this material we developed the dia-

gram of the Input-Process-Output Model which is presented in Table 2.

-The input variables arethose variables which we hypothesize are

related to educational outcomes but are not under the direct control

the School-nor-are theydirectly-±influenced-by-the-educational:-processes-

:Occurring in the individual school. They constitute the 'givens" with

which an individual school must work. Because they are related to

educational and mental health ,outc mes they must be controlled or held

constant when analyzing the effects or educational outcomes of the

educational p-ocesses in a school.

The ten status ranking and status equalization processes were

derived from previous research of the author and from the literat:--e.

They are processes which hypothesize operate in most American public

schools to perpeteate-the lower status of minority,group students and

they, are processes which can be influenced by educational policy.

Thus Tabl_ 2 describes the status assignment processes as theY have operated-

32.
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to preserve and replicate from generation to generation the rank order

of discrimination which exists in the larger society. We hypothesize

-
that those schools which have abandoned these processes and moved to-

ward the s atus equalization end of each bi-polar di ension will have

more positive mental health and educational outcomes.
/

(1) Use of Norm7Referenced Tests vs Use of Criterion-Refe enced

Tesrs_ _to Measure Attainment of Specific Objectives. When public schools

use norm-referenced tests of "intelligence", "aptitude", or "achievement"

to assess and label public school students, a disproportionately large

number of children of non-Anglo heritage are labeled as subnormal and

placed in classes for the mentally retarded Mercer 1973a). Because

norm-referenced tests are constructed to test the child's knowledge of

Anglo-American society and do not take the cultural background of the

child Into account, the labeling process recreates the rank order of

status in the'larger society by labeling ma ority ehildrenns more

-competent than minority:children. Teachers_believe_theseJabeln__and:_

perceive minority children as less :ompetent. Thus, norm-referenced,

standardized tests legitimate the diffuse status characteristics

associated with minority groups. They serve.the latent functions

preserving the subordinate positions of non-Anglo p- sons, discrediting

the value of non-Anglo cultures, and providing the schools with a

chanism for "cooling out" parents who criticize the schools by convincing

them that it is the family and child, not the school, who are responsible

for low educational achievement ercer, 19734,1, 1973b 1972). Katz, (1968)

-'also has docum nted emotional reactions which interfere with the per-

-mance of minority students when they are told that they are taking,

an ."intelligence" test or competing against.white norms



It is our hypothesis that schools with poSitive educational out-

comes will have moved away from norm-referenced tests and will be found

to be more involved in objectivebased teaching and testing programs

than schools with negative educational outcomes. Specifically, we

hypothesize that the use of norm-referenced teStS, .1,IQ tests and

standard achievement_tests, increases minority anxiety levels and de-

creases minority academic achievement.

(2) Classr Grou Based on n- academic

skills produces a direct replication in the school of the differential

statuses of ethnic/racial groups in the larger society. Tracking and

"homogeneous

re-segregate

grouping, when used in the desegregated school

with minority childrenstudent- along racial/ethnic line

operate to

being assigned to, the "slow" tracks and Majority students being assigned

tothe "accelerated" programs We have-found that the practiceof

grouping children,according to their atademicTerformance is ubiquitgs

in..thetraditional.schoolaswe'have_ -However-there-are:aaizabla,

.nUmber of schools in the western regionwhich have moved away-f o- this

practice and are grouping children heterogeneously or are usingcriteria

which do not replicate the racial/ethnic status order of the larger societY..

One of Cohen and Roper's (1972) _ost important findings indicated

that organizing students into cooperative teams which were racially

mixed -as _n important factor in eliminating evidence of interracial,

interaction disability and equalizing interaction. Roper (1972) fodnd

that when students worked on a cooperative t_ k.in bi-racial teams there

wasmo more -avidence of tension with Black group leaders thall with white

group leaders, .a findinglcontrary to that.rep rted by Xatz(1968) in-
)

earlier studies of adults. Roper conaluded that the lack of hostility



toward Black leaders by white students was the result of the classroom

grouping and structure of the task.

3) Emphasis on Individual Competition as a Motivator vs Emphasis

on_Group_Evaluation and Cooperation is related to grouping practices

The traditional school relies heavily upon individual evaluation, indivi-

dual rewards, and competitive relations among students in the classroom

to motivate atudents to perform. Academic grades, honorific statuses

and awards, and teacher commendation and approval are ordinarily'

awarded to individual children who tend to compete for these honors

rather than to assist each other in the learning process. Katz (1968)

cites an extensive literature which documents the debilitating effect

which direct competition, especially with whites, has on the performance

of minority persons.

Cohen and Roper 1972) concluded that elimination of teacher eval-

tion of individuals in favor of group evaluations and encouragement

cooperativeqearning among students was an important factor in

producing equality in bi-racial interaction. Therefore-, we are hypo-

thesizing that those schools in which there is het_ ogeneous grouping,

in which students are encouraged to learn cooperatively and individual

co petition is minimized ill have more posittve educational outcomes

than schools which emphasize individual competition and grades.

(4) Monocultural,..Anglocentric_Programs are traditional in

American public schools and derive from along history in whiCh the

public schools mere viewed as a primary mechanism for socializing,

immigrant and_lower_class,children to conform_to the expectations of a

society dominated by Anglo-American institutions and values (Karier,

-1973;--Katz, 1971).



The first statute passed by the California legi lature govern ng

the public schools required that all instruction be in English, a

stipulation which has remained unchanged for over a century. Until

recently, as common practice for Mexican-American students to be

reprimanded for speadrig Spanish on school grounds in California schools

and this practice still continues in some areas. According to a recent

survey by the Civil Rights Commission (1972) the use of Spanish is

discouraged in 30% of the elementary school classes in Arizona. Com-

parable percentages are 13% in California, 16% in Colorado, 30% in

New Mexico, and 66% in Texas. When the Commission asked both elementary

and secondary school principals if their schools offered any special

Mexican-American "units" in social studies only CalifOrnia showed

better than 50% positive response. Only 4.3% of the Southwest's

elementary.schools and 7..3% of.the secondary schools include Mexican-.

American History in their_curriculum (p.31)

The om_ sion of Black history

American minorities from the texts

recognized as a violation of.cultu

and the achievements of other'

used in the schools is now generally'

al demo acy in a pluralistic society

and there is some movement, especially in desegregated schools, to

introduce multi-cultural materials into the regular school program.

However, the effects of such programs have not been clearly documented.

(5) Greater Power for A o-American Parents vs E ual Status and

Power for Parents of All_Groups is a dimension of the school learning

environment which is seldom analyzed syst matically. However, within a

status equalization model, it is clear that the relationships between

parents and the school is critical in developing the role models for

equal status interaction for the students in the school. As indicated



earlier, Loh (1972) found that 1lack role models were effectiv in

reducing interracial, interaction dinability for Bla_k Students.

(6) Greater Status and P

Status and Pa e

10-Americ n Staf ual

11 hni The typical de _gre-

gated school in a eerier study hylthe author had fewer minority teachers

than majority teachers. In our 1972 sample, the average elementary

school staff had 2A Mexican-American teachers mid 12% Black tea hers.

Typically, administratOrs were white me1es. Para-professionals

cafeteria workers, and custodians were mainly Mexican-American and

Black. Thus the child in the desegregated school is presented with

adult role models in the school which c early indicate that Anglo-

Americans are higher status than Blacks or Mexican-American because the

Anglo-Americans have better jobs and more authority. Incidentally,

children al o learn that males are higher status than females.

Entwisle and Webster (1973 1974) report a series of :tudies of

_the status characteristics of adults and children.and their affec on
. .

the ability of the adult to raise a child's expectation of hie own per-

formance at school-like tasks. These studies involved hundreds of

children in both segregated and desegr gated settings. They found a

ssmerace effect ip which children perform better, faster, and more

effectively when the adult administering reinforcement was of the same

race as their own. The implication of these studies for multiracial

teaching staffs in multiethnic schools is obvious.

As reported_earlier, Cohen and Roper (1972) concluded that the

presence of adult role models exemplifying a balance in power and

authority was a significant factor i- eliminating interracial inter

action disability in the experimental summer school. Katz (1960 re-

viewed lit -ature which indicated that Black persons feel greater stress

37
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when the test administrator is a white and perform less well than with a

Black test administrator. We hypothesize that greater power and prestige

for Anglo educators decrease the self esteem and confidence of minority

students, and increase minority student anxi ty. Anglo do inance results

in decreased minority academic achievement, negative stereotyping of

-.minority ethnic groups, and rejection of identity with own ethnic group

by minority students.

(7) 1)_fL_Dtkts_ISP_2_YqGreaterliurdeIIMinorit_ChildrenvsEual

Burden of Distance for Students of all Grou s refers to a relatively

common practice in school desegregation--busing minority children to

predominantly Anglo Schools while permitting Anglo child en to remain

in their own neighborhood school. This practice results from one-way

busing programs. The result is that minority children a e placed in the

role of the "outsider" who comes into the neighborhood during school

hours but does not participate in after school activities or neighborhood

activities. It is not uncomm n for teachers and students to refer_to

fhe "bused stud nts" as a special category of children. Teachers speak

of " ' children meaning the children from the neighborhood and the

"tused" children.

In those situations in which there is cross-busing, children

all ethnic/racial groups share the burden of being the "outsider" in a

school and being "bused" is less likely to be stigmatizing.

We did net find any research literature addressing-this particular

issue. However, our own observations of interactions in desegregated

schools have lead us to hypothesize that it may be a relevant dimension

in producing inequalities of status for minority children in some school-

communities. Therefore e hypothesize that greater transportation and

distance burden on minority students decreases their participation in



school activities decreasing cross-ethnic friendships resulting in

negative stereotyping of other ethnic groups by both minority and ma-

jo ity students.

(8) More Resources to Mee Needs ofAn.lo-Ainenjcati Students

vs F ual Resources_ to Meet_theNeede_f_All Groups. Although most pUblic

schools have music teachers art teachers, --peech th--apists and a

wide variety of "special" resources to provide services for Anglo-Ameri-

can students, it is only recently that schools have begun to develop the

kinds of programs and resources _equired to meet the specific needs of

minority children. For example, in 1970 there were only 131 bilingual

programs in American public scho ls to serve the en ire Spanish-speaking

population (U.S. Commi -ion on Civil Rights, 1972).

We hypothesize that there will be a direct relationship between the

p -sence of resources and programs designed to meet the needs of-minor-.

ity students and the academic achievement of minority students. We

also hypothesize that there will be an indirect effect on academic

achievement through decreasing the anx ety of minority students and

increasing their confidence.

(9) ormative Structure _avor can Stu __nts vs Norma-

e Structure which Deals E ual ud A the

dimension which addresses directlythe issue of whether a school has

both formal and informal norms which support equal status-cont cts a-

mong students parents, and teachers of all ethnic/racial groups. All-

port (1954) stated that equal status contact was enhanced "if-this

contact is sanctioned by institutional support,i.e.,by law, custom, or

local atmosphere."- Cohen and Roper X1972) reported that explicit norms

supporting equal status contacts we significant aspect of the summer

,program which eliminated interracial interaction disability.

4



In our study of desegregation in the Riverside Public Schools, we

found that a principal who does not administer an even handed justice

and favors either minority or majority students tends to destroy the

normative structure of the school and is likely to precipitate inter-

ethnic hostilities. (Mercer, 1968).

We hypothesize that school normative structure which favors Anglo-

American students and does not support interracial equality lowers

minority self esteem, minority reflected self, and minority confidence;

raises minority anxietr levels; decreases cross-ethnic friendships.

An unequal normative structure results in lower minority academic

achievement negative stereotyping of other ethnic groups by both mm n

ity and majority students.

(10) Equal Participation_in_Extra7puryicular Activities_b _Students

of All Ethnic/racial Groups is the final dimension Of status equalization

in the model. knuffiber of studies have found a correlation between

-participation in extra-curricular activities and drop outs. Dillon
_

(1949) in a study of 798 drop outs found that 73 percent had never

participated, only 2 percent had been involved in more than two activities.

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights in a survey of five southwestern

states (1971) found that Mexican-American students do not reach their

proportionate rate of participation in extra-curricular activities. Even

when they comprise the majority enrollment, they lag behind Anglo stu-

dents. The same holds true for schools in which Mexican-American students

are a minority. In these latter schools, the representation is lowest

---
in those activities having the greater prestige and influence.

We hypothesize that lower minority participation-in the extra-

curricular program of the school decreases cross-ethnic friendship



e uliing in lower minority a ademic achievement and negative stereo-

typing of other ethnic groups by both minotity and majority students.

Summary and Conclusion

presently reproduce in microcosm the unequal statusPublic school

ionships among students, staff, and pa ents of differ ng ethnic/

racial groups in the macrocosm of the larger society. We theorize that

unequal status relationsh4s replicated in the school socialize children

differing racial/ethnic origins for unequal adult _ atuses and are

.correlated with'observed. unequal educational and mental health outc

for'students of differing racial/ethnic groups. We have identified ten

nstitutional lirocesses which we hypothesize are central to producing

These ten proce'sses are conceptualized in a series of

'ideal" types as,bi-polar dimensions along which individual schools

can be measured and placed.

We'hypothesize that these ten institutional processes are additive.
P

e hypothesize that those schools in which a greater number of these

,processe are-operating at a higher level of intensity to equalize status

and participation for all ethnic/racial groups will produce significantly

positive educational and mental health outcomes for students of all

ethnic/racial groups.

We believe that the study of insti utional processes which operate

n public education to produce unequal status may provide some

insights necessary to improving interg oup_tslstions_and avoid

the methodological and conceptional problems encountered in the studV of

such p ychological constructs as "s e e typing" and "prejudice"

the
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